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This thread has some very shocking stories and affidavits about
forced and coerced abortions in the scientology Sea Org.
Ida Camburn posted this one today on ARS:
Joined: 27 Jul 2005
Posts: 5223

http://www.planetkc.com/sloth/sci/mary.tabayoyon.html
A friend of mine, Betty Hardin, who works in the treasury
division of
Golden Era Productions, told me that she used to transport the
pregnant
women at the base to Riverside, California for their abortions.
For
about a year, she transported women almost weekly to the
Planned
Parenthood Center, in Riverside, so that they could have their
abortions and follow up check ups that were needed. She said it
just
became routine. Pregnant Sea Org members were sent to the
Planned
Parenthood Center to get their abortions. When they returned to
the
base they went to Ethics.
The term "Ethics" is used to name the place you go to have your
ethics
be back put in. To explain this in regular terms, you are sent to
ethics any time you've gone off the rails, like went against
Command
Intention, mistakenly or purposefully, and the ethics officer
would
then work with you until you were again unswervingly dedicated
to
advancing Scientology and had made up the "damage". I will
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explain more
about Ethics and its methods later.
Betty Hardin said, once formerly pregnant women were back
from having
their abortions, they would be sent to Ethics and made to do
"lower
conditions". Lower conditions are, from the lowest on up;
Confusion,
Treason, Enemy, Doubt, and Liability. Each one of these lower
conditions have an exact set of steps you follow. once you get
through
all the steps of all the lower conditions, successfully, and only
the
Ethics officer can officially determine if you have gotten through
it
correctly, and thus let you go on to the next higher condition,
you are
a gung-ho Sea Org member again with new and revitalized
determinism to
never make a mistake again that would cause or threaten any
harm to
your group.
Ida Camburn
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